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MAUDE LAKE GOLD MINES LIMITED

Exploration Report - Wilkie Claim L943260

INTRODUCTION

As the preliminary "first stage" of exploration, Magnetometer, 

VLF-EM, and Radiometric Surveys were completed over Maude Lake Gold 

Mines' WILKIE CLAIM located in Wilkie Township, Northeastern 

Ontario. The claim is interpreted to lie near the Pipestone Break which is a 

important locus for gold mineralization in the Matheson section of the 

Abitibi Greenstone Belt.

The WILKIE CLAIM is located along the southern boundary of 

Wilkie Township (southwest quarter of the south half, Lot 3, Concession I), 

Larder Lake Mining Division, approximately 6 miles due north of the Town 

of Matheson. Access to the claim is via the 'north road' from Matheson to 

the Wilkie-Carr Township boundary and then east along .the cut-out 

boundary for 3000 feet to the number 3 Post of L.943260. A Claim 

Location Map is provided overleaf.

THE PROPERTY

The WILKIE CLAIM consists of one (1) staked mining claim, 

numbered L943260. It was staked at 9:00 o'clock AM on March 5th, 1987 

by Robert A. Bennett (Licence # K 19436) and transfered to Maude Lake 

Gold Mines. Limited (Licence # T1181), 300 Elm Street West, Sudbury, 

Ontario, P3C l V4 on March 6th, 1987. The WILKIE CLAIM forms part of a
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larger group of claims held by Maude Lake in Wilkie, Carr, Beatty, Coulson, 
and Warden Townships.

GENERAL GEOLOGY and HISTORY

The general geology of CLAIM area is described by V. K. Prest in 
ODM Volume LX, Part IV, 1951 - Geology of the Carr Township Area , 
and illustrated on Map No. 1951-1. The CLAIM, although entirely 
covered by thick deposits of Abitibi clay, peat bog and swamp is 
interpreted to be underlain by Archean basaltic lava flows that have been 
intruded by a large Algoman granitic body, and cut by north-trending 
Matachewan diabase dykes. The westerly striking Pipestone Structure is 
interpreted to lie along or near the southern boundary of the CLAIM.

The earliest work in the area was a regional reconnaissance 
mapping survey in 1919 by C. W. Knight and his associates : Abitibi-Night 
Hawk Gold Area. Previous exploration work was done on the claim by 
Wilcarr Mines and Kidd Creek Mines. In 1944, Wilcarr Mines Limited 
held a large block of claims in Wilkie and Carr Townships. Work completed 
over L.943260 included magnetometer and mapping surveys. Wilcarr 
diamond drilled one hole (#12) just west of Post * 3 that intersected 
granite, basalt, soapstone, and highly carbonatized mafic lavas.

In 1984, Kidd Creek Mines Limited completed a magnetometer 
survey over the claim. No other work was reported for the claim; however, 
diamond drilling credits were applied to the claim from boreholes drilled 
elsewhere on Kid d's contiguous properties.
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EXPLORATION WORK

An east-west, 1,300 ft control baseline was brushed-out and 
flagged along the northern boundary of the claim. North-south crosslines 
were brushed-out and flagged every 330 ft (100 meters) along the 
baseline. Stations were chained every 100 ft using a standard "hip chain" 
with topoline. At each station a fluorescent flag was numbered and tied to 
the vegetation. This gridding method was deemed the best suited since 
most of the claim is covered by open beaver swamps and thick alter bush. 
In all, 72 stations were flagged. A base station for geophysical tie-in 
purposes was established at the No. 3 Post (Line O, 17+OOS) , on the 
Township Boundary.

VLF-EM SURVEY

A VLF-EM Survey was completed over the claim on March 22, 
1987 by R. Wright. The Phoenix VLF-2 Unit was used and readings were 
taken every 100 feet along all the crosslines. At each station, the dip angle, 
the phase angle, and the field strength were measured. The Cutler, Maine 
transmiting station was used (24.0 KHz) to test for easterly striking 
conductive zones. AH 72 dip angles are plotted at l inch - 20 degrees. A 
summary of the Phoenix VLF-2 Unit's specifications is appended.

The results of the VLF Survey are plotted on Map l (i"-200'). 
Only two very weak cross-over anomalies were located by the survey. At 
Line l, 4 to 6+OOS, the cross-over falls in a large swamp and is too weak to 
be inlerprelable. At 12+OOE, 6+50S, the cross-over has a weak field 
strength and falls along the boundary between poplar bush and alder 
swamp. This cross-over is interpreted to be caused by overburden 
contrasts.
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MAGNETOMETER SURVEY
A Magnetometer Survey was completed over the claim on 

March 22nd, 1987 by W. Fuller. A Sharpe Instruments MF-1 Fluxgate 
Magnetometer was used and readings were taken every 100 feet along all 
the lines for a total of 72 readings. A summary of the MF-1's 
specifications and operation procedures is appended.

The results of the magnetometer survey are plotted on Map 2. 
Total diurnal variations for the survey were 150 gammas. The range of 
magnetic susceptibilities for the claim fall between +580 and +1010 
gammas, with the average background being about 700 gammas. The 
magnetic contours show a very subtle easterly trend which conforms to the 
regional geology. The single line 'highs' on the two outside lines are likely 
caused by north-striking Matachewan-type diabase dykes.

RADIOMETRIC SURVEY

A Radiometric survey was completed over the claim on March 
23rd, 1987 by R. Wright to test for potassium-enriched targets that can 
be associated with gold mineralization events. A Urtec UG130 
Scintillometer was used and the total field readings (all energy above 0.08 
MeV) over a 1.0 second sample rate were taken every 100 feet along all 
the crosslines ( 72 readings). The general topography was also charted 
during the survey. A summary of the Urtec UG130 Specification's is 
appended.

The results of the radiometric survey are plotted on Map 3. 
The total field readings ranged from 10 to 36 counts per second for the 
survey. The lower readings (10 to 26 cps) fall in wet and/or swampy
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low-lying ground marked by open spruce and alder swamps. The higher 
readings ( *27 cps) fall in an area of poplar bush where the clay deposits 
are thickest and closest to surface, reflecting the high potassium content 
of the clays.

CONCLUSIONS fc RECOMMENDATIONS

Preliminary exploration that included VLF-EM, Magnetometer, 
and Radiometric Surveys were completed over Maude Lake Gold Mines' 
WILKIE CLAIM L.943260 located in Wilkie Township, Larder Lake 
Mining Division. The results of this work have added to the geophysical 
data base for the area. It is recommended that these results and those of 
earlier surveys completed on the Company's adjoining claims be compiled 
together in order to obtain a better understanding and appreciation of the 
underlying geological formations; more specifically, the Pipestone Break.

May 15th, 1987 R. A. Bennett, MSc., PEng. 
Matheson, Ontario. Consulting Geologist
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Electromagnetic Unit

Lightweight, low battery drain, rugged, 
simple to operate

Two independent channels

Each channel may select any station 
between 14.0 and 29.9 kHz

Single crystal used for all frequencies

Locking clinometer provides tilt-angle 
memory

Superheterodyne detection and digital 
filtering provide extremely high 
selectivity and noise rejection

Military and time standard VLF transmitters 
are distributed over the world. These 
stations are used for geophysical EM surveying 
thus eliminating the need for a local trans 
mitter and permitting one-man operation.

To ensure that a station excites the prospec 
tive conductor, two stations at approximately 
right angles are used during a survey (see 
data on back).

The choice of 160 frequencies in the range 14.0 
to 29.9 kHz permits the use of a local EM trans 
mitter when no suitable regular VLF station is 
available.

PHOrNIX G EOPHYSICS LIMITED
Geophysical Consulting and Contracting, Instrument Manufacture, Sale and Lease.

Head O ffice: 2 00 Yorklond Blvd. Willowdale, Ont., Canada M2J 1R5. Tel: (416) 493-6350
310 - 885 Dunsmuir St. Vancouver, B .C., Canada V6C 1N5. Tel: (604) 684-2285 
4690 Ironton St. Denver, C olorado, U.S.A. 80239. Tel: {303} 373-0332



Specifications
Paran^Brs Measured 

Frequency Selection, Front Panel 

Frequency Selection, Internal 

Detection And Filtering

: Orientation and magnitude of the major and minor axes of the 
ellipse of polarization.

: * Dual channel, front panel selectable (FI or F2) each with 
independent precision 10-turn dial gain control.

: FI and F2 can be selected by internal switches within the 
range 14.0 to 29.9 kHz in 100 Hz increments.

: Superheterodyne detection and digital filtering provide o 
much narrower bandwidth and thus greater rejection of 
interfering stations and 60 cycle noise than conventional

All of the established stations may 
be selected, or alternatively, a 
local VLF transmitter may be used 
which transmits at any frequency 
in the range 14.0 to 29.9 kHz.

Meter Display

Audio

Clinometer

Battery

Temperature Range

Dimensions

Weight

receivers.

: 2 ranges: 0 to 300 or 0 to 1000. Background Is typically set at
100. Meter is also used os dip angle null indicator and battery
test.

: Crystal speaker. 2500 Hz used os null Indicator.

: + 90 0 , -t-0.5 0 resolution. Normal locking, push button
release.

: One standard 9v transistor radio battery. Average life
expectancy - 1 to 3 months (battery drain Is 3 mA)

: -40 0 to + 60" C.

: 8 x 22 x 14 cm (3 x 9 x (i inches).

: 850 grams (1.9 pounds).

VLF Station Frequency

Bordeaux, France
Odessa (Black Sea)
Rugby, U.K.
Moscow, U.S.S.R.
Yosomoi, Japan
Hegoland, Norway
Cutler, Maine
Seattle, Washington
Malobar, Java
Oxford, U.K.
Paris, France
Annapolis, Maryland
Northwest Cope, Australia
Laulualel, Hawaii
Buenos Alres, Argentina
Rome, Italy

(kHz)
15.1
15.6
16.0
17.1
17.4
17.6
17.8
18.6
19.0
19.6
20.7
21.4
22.3
23.4
23.6
27.2

Field Data
The results below illustrate the need for using two 
orthogonal stations when the strike of the prospective 
conductor is not well-known. The dip angle and amplitude 
data measured using station NLK in Seattle, Washington, 
show only a very weak anomaly associated with the two 
conductive sulphide zones at Cavendish, Ontario.

The results obtained using Cutler, Maine reveal o more 
prominent anomaly, but the best response was obtained 
using Annapolis, Maryland since the station lies almost 
due south and the transmitted electromagnetic field is 
thus maximum-coupled with the North-South trending 
conductors.

PHOENIX GEOPHYSICS LIMITED 

VLF-RADIO EM SYSTEM LINE C CAVENDISH TEST AREA

——— 0WEST OIPi0E*ST DIP

NORTH DIP L fi SOUTH DIP

Station N SS Annopoln.Md

Station NAA Cutltr, Moint

Station NLK Stalin, Woihington
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JL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER

A first order fluxgate typo vertical com 
ponent magnetometer. Advanced transis 
torized circuitry and extensive temperature 
compensation is the core of its accuracy 
comparable to precision tripod mounted 
Schmidt type magnetometers.

It is a hand held instrument and needs 
only coarse levelling and no orientation. 
Features such as direct reading of gamma 
values and .the possibility of accurate zero 
setting at base stations ensure simplicity 
of operation and higher field economy.

f-1 '

: ..- ,''^ ;; - • i.
N --v^: ^ ...;-'^ '

The Model MF-1 Fluxgate Magnetometer is designed for accurate ground surveys in the mining industry as well as a basic 
component for air surveying by small aircraft. Technical data and comparison charts available on request.

S P fi C I F l .C A T I O N S

'.'AXIMUW SENSITIVITY: 

'(LAOAUILITY: 

WWJ,: ( rUi.L SCALE)

?0 
ranee.
5
range, -

i,000.p.aininas
3,000 Gammas

10,000
30,000

100,000

(per scale division) on 1000

{M scale division .on 1000 gamma

MAXIMUM RANGE:

LATITUDE ADJUSTMENT MNGES,
* 100.000
10.000 to 75,000 fl""mas. Horllicrn 
r.onvcrliblo to:
10,000 lo 75,000 cammas, Southern 
or * 30,000 g.iaimaj equatorial.

OIMCNSIONS: (INCLUDING BAlTERf CASE) 7" x 4" x 16"
WEIGHT: (INCLUDING DATTERY CASE) 
BAT1F.RIES:

S Its.
12 fiflshliglil fialtcrics ("C" cell).



DESCRIPTION OF FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER MODEL MF-1

ST j
l!'!

FIGURE A
1

2

FIGURE B
1

2

3

RANGE SWITCH 

METER SCALE

indicating gamma values in rangr.s of 
100 K, 30 K, 10 K, 3000, 1000.

. upper scale indicating 0-1000 
(50 divisions) 

— lower scnlo indicatinj; 0-3000 
(CO divisions) 
red arc for battery check

MAIN SWITCH — showing the following stc'ps: 
OFF 
Battery check
-l-

CIRCULAR 
LEVF.L

— for roujjh levelling the instrument

LATITUDE
ADJUSTMENT
SWITCH
LATITUDE 
ADJUSTMENT '
BATTERY 
CADLE AND 
CONNECTOR
BATTERY PACK

- in steps

- fine

For transportation 
instrument

attachable to

E. J. SHARPE INSTRUMENTS OF CANADA LTD. 

P.O. Box 279, Y/illowitole, Ontario



MODEL MF-1 FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
Operation of the Motor
1.) Remove all r.a,:r,clic objects from operator's person, e.g. keys, coins, buttons, etc. Zippers should be non-magnetic.
2.) Connect Battery Cable, Figure 6, to magnetometer receptacle on bottom of main nous- 

LI g. This connection must be secured by lock-ring.
3.) Attach battery pack (Fig. S) either in back pocket or on belt behind operator.
4.; Switcn on Main Switch (Fig. 3) to first position, which is the battery check. Indicating 

seter needle should rest within red arc. Replace batteries if reading below red arc.
5.;i.-'i;itudeA8justment-Toadjusttne latitude setting toread O gammas is a simple operation.

.i.After indicating meter needle (fig.2) shows voltage okay, switch Main Swilch(Fig.3) :c next position which is the positive reading with the Range Switch (Fig. 1) set at 
:he iOOK step. (100,000 gamma range)

r-. If needle goes full arc to left past O, switch main switch (Fig. 3) to last position 
which is the negative reading range.

c. Figures 10 and 9 indicate the latitude adjustment controls - Coarse control is Fig. 1C and Fine control is Fig. S. If scale reading is more than t 7 ,000 gammas rotate :ojrse control (Fig. 10) in steps of 7,000 and switch range down to more sensitive 
;ange until scale is reading less than t 7 ,000 gammas. Remove protection cap on ;ine control (Fig. 8) by pulling straight off. Then rotate fine control switch (Fig. 9) 
ir.til scale reading is O gammas. Check reading by switching main switch from 
positive to negative (or vice versa) to ensure Dreading both polarities. Replace fine 
control protection cap.

6.) Calibration -This meter is calibrated at the factory prior to delivery. Field tests show that only by severe misuse (i.e. constant dropping, rough handling, improper shipping) 
can the calibration of this instrument be effected. It is therefore not necessary to re 
calibrate in the field and if through misuse calibration becomes necessary, the meter 
should be returned to the factory. 'All parts are guaranteed against defect for a period 
of one year and will be replaced free of charge.

•This guarantee does not apply to batteries or the connecting cable.
7.) Trouble Shooting - Under normal conditions the only field problem will be batteries or the connecting cable. If after completion of step (4) under "Operation of the Meter" the meter still does not indicate voltage, check cable for faulty connection or broken 

cable. If after this procedure, meter still does not indicate current, return unit Immedi ately to your supplier or directly to the factory. -
Regional Latitude Settings
Normally each unit is pre-set at the factory for the Northern Hemisphere. However, if theuni; K required for Equatorial or Southern Hemispheric regions, the unit will be pre-set stthe .'actory for these areas. If a unit is going from one of the above regions to another,
resvt instructions will be supplied on request.
Field Procedure
1.) Select Base Control station. This station should be selected in relation to one or .:cth of two things.

i. General magnetic background (i.e. not anomalous) if possible. 
'i. Accessibility in relation to area being surveyed.

2.) Set nng.ietometer toread between O and 200 gam mas. (For contouring and to avoid small 
negative readings, an arbitrary value of lOOO-SQOgammas should be added to all readings.

3.) For effective diurnal control, control stations should be permanently marked and read- ir.ps should be taken at the same height and location each time: a simple method Is to ' ..ve the control stations' pickets hammered into the ground with the top about waist i:6ight. Rest the probe end of the magnetometer on the top of the picket. In barren country.a mound or large piece of rock or some other material should be used.
4.) Continue survey the same, as any other method of magnetic surveying.
5.) Remove and replace Silica-Gel (Fig.7) when deteriorated. The silica gel is locatedin the removable probe housing.

The Silica bag should not be placed on the bottom of the probe housing. 
c.) pc not pass powerful magnet closer than l foot to instrument. 
7. during winter operation, batteries should be kept in pocket or under parka.
*"v.afning: - Do not leave batteries in battery case when'unit Is being stored. Always be 

:-;e sure meter is turned off after use. Disconnect battery cable when meter not in use.



URTEC UG130 SCINTILLOMETER
Specifications

TECHNICAL SUMMARY

Selectable energy levels: 
CAL - Calibration 
TC1 - Total count l 
TC2 - Total count II 
KUT - Potassium 4-

Uranium t Thorium 
UT - Uranium -f Thorium 
T - Thorium

Detector:

Spectral shift as a (unction 
of count rate:

Energy response linearity 
error:

Visual display:

Display overflow:

Sample rate:

Power:

Battery t ost monitor:

Audio:

All energy above 0.30 MeV 
All energy above 0.08 MeV 
All energy above 0.40 MeV 
All energy above 1.38 MeV

All energy above 1.66 MeV 
All energy above 2.46 MeV

Nal (TD crystal;
Volume, 66 cm 3 (4.0 cu in.).
Mechanically ruggedized.

S 1*! o r less from O CPS to 
15000 CPS, Integrated over 
an energy interval from 
80 keV to 1500 keV

Less than 2*56 .

Ruggedized low temperature 
versiom five digit liquid crystal 
display. Readout In CPS 
regardless of selected sample 
rate. Excellent visibility in 
direct sunlight.

When count exceeds 99999, 
two dots will indicate count 
rate overflow.

1.0 or 10.0 seconds, auto 
recycle, for all energy levels, 
except the 'CAL' position

Three 'C' size alkaline 
batteries provide 40 hours 
continuous operation at 23"C 
ambient without audio.

Three indicators provide 
battery charge status when 
required. When batteries are 
nearly discharged, a keyed 
audio alarm is activated, 
overriding count rate audio.

The count rate may be 
monitored in a continuous 
mode or may be adjusted to 
monitor above any
kir.t'T'M.nri thrpehoW.

Assembly of Handles
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Mining
Type of Surveyls)

Claim Hoi..
rcs ? VLF*.

go/d

—— 42Ae9Kiwem s.ieesa WILKIE 900

.

Limiied
Prospector's Licence No.

r n e
Address

BOO E
Survey Compan

Name and Address of Author Tof Geo-Technical report)

R-fl t&en ne/ff . /?#4- S/

Date of (from 61 to) Total Miles of line Cut

/So * l o 5 OQ&U A Y ^
Credits Requested per Each Claim in Columns at right
Special Provisions

For first survey:

Enter 40 days. (This 
includes line cutting)

For each additional survey: 
using the same grid:

Enter 20 days (for each)

Man Days

Complete reverse side 
and enter total (s) here

Airborne Credits

Note: Special provisions 
credits do not apply 
to Airborne Surveys.

Geophysical 

- Electromagnetic 

- Magnetometer 

- Radiometric 

- Other 

Geological 

Geochemical

Geophysical 

- Electromagnetic 

- Magnetometer 

- Radiometric 

- Other 

Geological 

Geochemical

E lectromagnetic 

Magnetometer 

Radiometric

Days per 
Claim

20
ao
9.0

Days per 
Claim

Days per 
Claim

Expenditures (excludes power stripping)
Type of Work Performed F,? ^- i" ?". '•/.r. P
Performed on Claim(s) Tl^-V

MI; "NO UNDS
Calculation of Expenditure Days Credits 

Total Expenditures

S -s- 1

SF.CTON -
Total 

Days Credits

5 "

Instructions 
Total Days Credits may be apportioned at the claim holder's 
choice. Enter number of days credits per claim selected 
in columns at right.

Date

2-3/97
older o/ytgent (Signature)

Certification Verifying Report of Work

Mining Claims Traversed (List in numerical sequence)

Total number of mining 
claims covered by this 
report of work.

l hereby certify that l have a personal and intimate knowledge of the facts set forth in the Report of Work annexed hereto, having performed the work 
or witnessed same during and/or after its completion and the annexed report is true.

Name and Postal Address of Person Certifying

y Sire 37, fa* f *
Date Certified

f 7
Certifiedyby (Signat

1362(85/12)
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